All of these qualities are mixed together with a giant whisk.

Now the jar is shifted to another belt. It moves to a compartment where it is steamed with Kindness. When it comes out of the compartment, it is cooled down with lots of Smiles. Patience and Helpfulness are sprinkled on top.

You see that happiness CAN be created. Not by things outside of us or stuff we buy in a store. Rather, happiness is created when we do and say nice things, when we are helpful and generous. Happiness is created when we share with others and love each other.

This has been such a beautiful sight to see today! Now you know the secret to manufacturing happiness! You keep this knowledge in your heart and you also share it every chance you get. Sharing what you have learned also makes happiness grow.

Now you rest easily as you walk back outside and sit down in a nice, comfy chair in the garden. There is a lot of happiness all around here, and inside of you, too.

Anytime you feel a little sad you can remember to open your own jar of happiness. You’ll start to feel all the warm and good feelings that are just waiting for you to share!

Open your eyes now when you are ready. Take in a nice deep breath and stretch your body.